FOCUS ON RURAL
HEALTHCARE

Stacey Joined the Phoebe Putney Health System (PPHS)
team in 2004. She has long been regarded as the expert on
Critical Access and Rural Health Care within PPHS.

As Director of Operations for two critical access hospital
facilities; Phoebe Worth Medical Center in Sylvester GA and
Southwest Georgia Regional Medical Center in Cuthbert GA,
she is able to use this extensive knowledge to optimize the
patient experiences. Stacey has strategically planned and
implemented both short-term & long-term growth aimed at
optimal patient centered healthcare within these rural
communities.

Stacey L. Flynt

Stacey obtained her Bachelors in Business Administration
from GA Southwestern University.
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APP Hospitalist Model
Implemented August 6, 2017
Stacey Flynt
Director of Business and Clinic Operations
Phoebe Worth Medical Center and Southwest Georgia Regional Medical Center
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“Inside Phoebe”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGfaJzXHwaE
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Why an APP Model?
 Hospital utilization had decreased since FY2013
 In FY2013 we had 5 local physicians fully engaged and highly
utilizing our facility.
 Currently only 1 of these 5 physicians are still with us.

 Down from 5 to only 3 physicians covering hospital on call 24/365

 Results:
 Decrease admissions from our Rural Health Clinic
 Decrease admissions from our Emergency Department


Push back on admits from the ED and patients are transferred due to they
“might” need a higher level of care

 Decrease Swing Bed admissions


Push back on Swing Bed referrals especially after Thursday afternoons
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Admissions from ED vs. Transferred out
ER Visits
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How?
Collaborated with











ED physicians
Jay Williams, MD (Southland MD)
Local PCP’s
APP’s
Compliance
Legal
Nursing
IT
Revenue Mgmt
Administration
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Solution: APP Hospitalist Model
 ED physicians serve as oversight of our APPs and
admitting physician for:
 ED patients needing admission/observation
 Swing Bed patients referred for admission

 Clinic patients needing admission
 Oncology clinic patients needing blood
administration and other services
 Cover for any of the local PCP’s when requested
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APP Hospitalist Model
Began August 6, 2017
 2 APP’s
 Jason Boyd, NP
 Patricia Mason, NP
 One APP in house 7A – 7P for admissions and
rounds on patients daily and as needed
 Coordinates patients care with the supervising
physician that is available to them 24/7
 Assist in the ED when needed
 Future Plans: Will be available to employees/families
in our “Employee Health Clinic” at the hospital daily
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Benefits to APP Model


None of our Primary Care Physician’s are required to take hospital call
any longer and this makes recruiting easier along with increase
physician satisfaction



PCP’s may admit their patient’s if they desire



PCP has the added security of knowing that the APP will provide
patient coverage if they need to leave town.



Eliminates interruptions of the PCP’s day at the clinic therefore
enabling them to increase the number of patients seen which
increases access to care.



Eliminates the “push back” from ED, Swing Bed, and Clinic admissions
to the hospital.



Better utilizes current down time of the ED physician



Enables us to keep more complex patients with physician on site.



Increased our patient, staff, and physician satisfaction
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TIMELINE:
Key Performance Factors
Credential Emergency Center Physicians with
Admission/Med-Surg Privileges
APP Protocol Application
APP Training
 All Systems
 Med-Surg
 Plan for Success: Hire APP’s with an abundance of skills
IE: Emergency, Med-Surg, Family Medicine, Preventative
Healthcare

Contracts
 Physicians
 APP’s

Develop the Process for Conversion/Implementation
 Educate current Physicians on APP Model-Benefits
 At “Go Live” have your transition plan for current In-House
patients
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TIMELINE:

Key Performance Tools for “Go-Live”

Develop a flow chart to document, by patient
type, the steps that will help avoid serious
problems.
Ensure all departments are well versed in
the process to optimize patient outcomes.
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TIMELINE:

Key Performance Tools for “Go-Live”

Distribute an APP
Protocol Model with
At-a-Glance key
elements.
Educate Patient Care
Teams on the contents
that detail the who, what
& when.
During the first 48 hours
this becomes the “go to”
resource for all
departments, physicians
and APP’s.
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Results:
Realized with the APP Model

Patient Satisfaction Press Gainey Survey Scores
Communication with Doctors has increased by 12.1points
Discharge Information has increased by 14.6 points
10 of 13 areas surveyed increased an average of 7.13 points

Provider & Staff Satisfaction
Provider quality of life
Staff all around engagement

Utilization
Positive bottom line past 3 months
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Patient Feedback

When my daughter
inquired about some of my
treatments, the clinician
came in and answered all
of our questions about the
treatment plan and
medication changes

I did not even have to ask about my test
results… Ms. Mason was in my room in
no time and went through all of the
results.
I did not have to worry about the
outcome.
She explained the treatment needed
and that it would start immediately.

Jason ensured I
understood all of the
changes in my
medications & followup care before he
discharged me.
He was in no hurry to
leave until he was sure
we would follow his
instructions.
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A lifelong resident of Sylvester, we
were excited to welcome Jason
Boyd, to the medical care team at
Phoebe Worth Medical Center.

Jason Boyd, FNP-C
PWMC APP Hospitalist
Understanding the shortage of
rural healthcare providers, Jason
was excited to move back to his
hometown and proud to provide
outstanding care to his local
community.

Jason is a core member of the APP
Hospitalist Model at PWMC and
he is uniquely qualified to share
the patient experiences that this
model offers the patients he
treats.
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APP Hospitalist Model

Questions
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